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INTERPROFESSIONAL TEAMS



LEARNING COMMUNITIES ARE FOUNDATION FOR 

PEER AND INTERPROFESSIONAL COLLABORATION

Student-to-Student Benefits

• Camaraderie and teamwork

• Peer mentoring and support system

• Continuity of programs

• Service learning and community 
service opportunities

• Continuity of care

Faculty and Staff Support

• Logistical support

• Academic advising

• Clinical skills development

• Small-group facilitators

• Family Medicine Clerkship

• NeighborhoodHELP™
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NeighborhoodHELP™ 

OUR SOCIAL MISSION

• As reflected in our mission statement, we are 

committed to preparing “…socially accountable 

health professionals who are uniquely qualified 

to transform the health of patients and 

communities.”



NeighborhoodHELP™

• Baseline study of community needs

• Community partners

• Help identify concerns in their neighborhoods

• Help identify households for referral to NeighborhoodHELP™

• Outreach team staff

• Help household members find and access existing health and 

social support services in their community

• Help household members understand NeighborhoodHELP™ and 

how they can get the most out of the program

• Faculty physicians

• Supervise students on every home visit and in the mobile clinics

• Teach and assess students in curricular requirements
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Neighborhood Health Education Learning Program: 

NeighborhoodHELP™



NeighborhoodHELP™

• Interprofessional teams are assigned households in the community 

• Through repeated visits throughout their education, they identify and 

address health care needs and factors affecting health outcomes

• Safety is always a priority



NeighborhoodHELP™

• Medical students are supervised by faculty physicians at every home 

visit 

• They learn to conduct biopsychosocial assessments

• They learn when and how to refer household members to educational, 

primary care, social, and behavioral health services

• They learn to assist household members in navigating those services

• They act initially as advocates, facilitators, and patient 

educators, later evolving into health care providers



NeighborhoodHELP™

• The college has acquired four mobile

health clinics, including a mobile 3-D 

mammography center

• Mobile clinics allow students, under faculty

supervision, to provide basic primary care

services and screenings
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IMPROVING HEALTH CARE INDICES

Impact of an Academic – Community Partnership in Medical Education on Community Health: Evaluation of a Novel Student -Based 

Home Visitation Program. Southern Medical Journal. 2014;107(4):203-211.



MEASURING SUCCESS

• Three sequential required courses each with course learning 

objectives relevant to NeighborhoodHELP™: 

• Community-Engaged Physician I (MDC 6103, Period 2)

• Community-Engaged Physician II (MDC 6103, Period 3)

• Community-Engaged Physician III (MDC 6103, Period 4)

• Each course learning objective is aligned to educational 

program objectives

• One educational program objective specifically addresses 

interprofessional teamwork

• A capstone course in Period 4 is a culmination of the 

NeighborhoodHELP™ experience, and provides opportunities 

for students to reflect on their service learning. 



7.9 INTERPROFESSIONAL COLLABORATIVE SKILLS 

The faculty of a medical school ensure that the core curriculum of the medical education program 

prepares medical students to function collaboratively on health care teams that include health 

professionals from other disciplines as they provide coordinated services to patients. These 

curricular experiences include practitioners and/or students from the other health professions.



READ MORE ABOUT 

NeighborhoodHELP™

• Impact of an Academic – Community Partnership in Medical Education 

on Community Health: Evaluation of a Novel Student-Based Home 

Visitation Program. Southern Medical Journal. 2014;107(4):203-211.

• Commentary on “Impact of an Academic – Community Partnership in 

Medical Education on Community Health: Evaluation of a Novel 

Student-Based Home Visitation Program.” Southern Medical Journal. 

2014;107(4):212-213.



QUESTIONS?



6.6   SERVICE LEARNING – GLOSSARY DEFINITION

Educational experiences that involve: 

1) medical students’ service to the community in activities that 

respond to community-identified concerns, 

2) student preparation, and 

3) student reflection on the relationships among their participation in 

the activity, their medical school curriculum, and their roles as 

citizens and medical professionals.



7.8   COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

• The faculty of a medical school ensure that the medical curriculum includes specific 

instruction in communication skills as they relate to communication with patients and their 

families, colleagues, and other health professionals.


